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Brittany’s Spa Salon Featured
On The Covers Of A New International Stylebook
Brittany Molina’s Upstyle Hair Design Graces Covers Of Passion Upstyle & Bridal Stylebook
Jacksonville, FL
With prom and wedding season right around the corner, now is the time to start looking for the
perfect upstyle to match the perfect dress. There is no better place to look than on the covers of the most recent Passion
Upstyle & Bridal Stylebook.
Passion Stylebooks are distributed in 40 countries across the world to help salon clients search through and find the
perfect hairstyle that will match their dreams, wishes and lifestyle. Brittany Molina, owner of Brittany’s Spa Salon, is proud
to announce the appearance of two of her hairstyle models featured on the front and back cover of the most recent
Passion Upstyles & Bridal Stylebook. Brittany and her salon team have participated in every exclusive Passion Stylebook
photography competition possible over the past few years in Florida and in Washington, DC, with the success of having
been successfully selected for every book for which they have created creative new makeovers, haircuts, haircolor,
hairstyle designs. The upstyles featured in this newest stylebook feature Whirl-a-Style Hairstyler devices and accessories.
Brittany’s Spa Salon specializes in creative upstyles, professional hair extensions and artistic haircolor. Successfully in
business for over seven years, their team of talented hair designers is always up-to-date on the latest trends, products
and techniques. Brittany Molina and her team have also been regularly published in numerous local and national
publications as one of the ’Top Salons & Day Spas’ in America.
For a complimentary consultation to create your perfect upstyle hair design or for more information, contact Brittany’s Spa
Salon at 6251 Argyle Forest Boulevard in Jacksonville, FL or call 904-777-2630 or visit www.BrittanysHair.com.
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